Let A" be a Galois extension of the field of rational numbers of prime degree /;, and let CK be the p-class group of K. In this paper densities for the ranks of certain parts of such CK are calculated, and these densities suggest a way to extend conjectures of Cohen and Lcnstra.
1. Introduction. Let p be a prime number, and let Q denote the field of rational numbers. Let A be a Galois extension of Q such that Gal( K/Q) is a cyclic group of order p. Let CK denote the p-class group of K; i.e., the Sylow p-subgroup of the ideal class group of K. (For p = 2, we shall be using the Sylow 2-subgroup of the narrow ideal class group of K.) Let a be a generator of Gal(A/Q), and let C¿1-0)' = {a{i~"y: a e CK) for z = 0,1,2.Suppose exactly t primes ramify in K/Q. It is a classical result that CK/ClK~° is an elementary abelian p-group with rank equal to t -1. Furthermore, C¿1~<"/C¿1"0) ' is an elementary abelian p-group of each i, and p-i rankQ=rank(Q/C£)= I rank(c^-a)' l/C£-ff)'), /=i where C£ = [ap: a e CK) (cf. [9, Proposition 4.2 and 11, Satz 6]). Since we know that rankCK/ClK~" = r -1, we shall focus our attention on C¿"/C¿1"")2.
If we let RK= rankiC^yC^"'2), then 0 < RK < t -1. In this paper we shall consider the following question: how likely is RK = 0, RK = 1, RK = 2, etc., as / -> oo.
where | S\ denotes the cardinality of a set S. We then define the limit density dx ,. by (2) ¿00.,= lim d,r. rf».r---;-~T" for r = 0,1,2.
n.ii-2-'
For real quadratic fields,
Remark. When p -2, RK= rank(ClK'"/C^ 0)1) = rank( C|/C¿) = 4-classrank of Q.
So Theorem 1 gives limit densities for the 4-class ranks of imaginary and real quadratic fiels. Our goal in this paper is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.Suppose p > 3. Then p-"*"nr.,(i -p")
'-'-n;_,<.-,-')n;:i<i-,-') ■"'M-1.
Values for dx r for small p and r appear in the Appendix.
3. Proof of Theorem 2. We let notation be the same as in § §1 and 2, and we assume p > 3. where E'/' denotes a sum over those J with rank J = t -1 -r. Hence
This rational number is calculated in [5] and is given by (3). We must show that lim,_00í/, r has the value given by Theorem 2. We let k = t + 1 -y and w = / -1 -r. Then
and then (4) rf,..
If r = 0, then í/^0 in (4) is the same as dx0 in the statement of Theorem 2. So we may assume r > 1. To evaluate the limit in (4), we shall use the following lemma. 4. Cohen-Lenstra Conjectures. We let notation be the same as in previous sections. In [1] Cohen and Lenstra have made various conjectures that apply to the prime to p part of the class groups for Galois extensions of Q of degree p. Since our results apply to the p part of the class groups, our results do not prove or disprove any of the Cohen-Lenstra Conjectures. However, our results do have an interesting relationship with the Cohen-Lenstra Conjectures. To describe this relationship, we first let SK be the narrow ideal class group of K, and we let HK = S¿", which is the narrow principal genus of K for the fields K we are considering. Then our Theorems 1 andprobability is defined in a different way than our density dx,,.. More precisely, let From (5) and (6), it seems plausible that J,. = í/k ,., although a proof would involve more detailed estimates with explicit dependence on t carefully analyzed. Now assuming dr = dx r, our results suggest that the Cohen-Lenstra Conjectures should be extended to include all of the narrow principal genus for Galois extensions of Q of prime degree p. In particular, the conjectures in §9 of [1] could be extended to all of the narrow principal genus. As an example we mention how conjecture (C14) in [1] could be extended.
Conjecture
(C14'). For totally real Galois extensions of Q of prime degree p (including p = 2), the probability Z(p) that the narrow principal genus is trivial is given by z(p)= ft (foTrX*))"1 5. Estimate of a character sum. Our proof of Theorem 2 depends on results from [3 and 5] . In the proof of Lemma 3 in [3] , we used a certain character sum estimate (see bottom of p. 202 in [3] ) that was derived in a preliminary version of [7] , but this particular character sum estimate was not included in the final version of [7] . So for the sake of completeness, we sketch a proof of that character sum estimate.
The basic reference for the techniques for this character sum estimate is [2] . We suppose that À is a nonprincipal Dirichlet character with exponent / and conductor Pi -Psi wnere / is a prime and px,...,ps are distinct primes. We let x be a large real number, q = px ■ -• ps, y = x/q, and
where b is a constant to be specified later. We assume q < z. We want to show (7) ¿ZMp) = o{y/(logqy)2)
p«.v where the sum ranges over all primes p < y. Note that we need only estimate £<<,,-)1/2 <p*nMP) since Q < z and v = x/q imply (qy)i/2 = 0( y/(log qy)2). Now In formulas (9) and (10), F is a parameter we are free to choose; q is the conductor of À; and c is a positive absolute constant. The term with y& in (9) can occur only if À is an "exceptional" real characer (and hence / = 2). If À is an exceptional character, then (8) may not be valid. However, we do know that ß<\-cx/q^2(\o%q)2
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for some positive absolute constant c, (see [2, p. 99] ). Then one can show that yli = 0(x/(\ogx)1 fy) for some y > 0. When sums are subsequently taken over the conductors q = px • • • ps, fortunately the exceptional conductors are rather sparse. If these exceptional conductors are q0 < qx < q2 < • • •, then qj+x > q2 for each j (see [2, p. 98] ), and so q, > exp(2y) for each j. Since q} < exp(log x/( b log log x )), then j = O(loglogx), and hence the total contribution of all yß/ß can be incorporated into the final error term o(jc(loglogx)s/(logx)) (cf. Lemma 3 of [3] ). It remains to show that \R(y,T)\ <c y/(\ogqy). By choosing T= (log^y)3^ we see that the second and third terms on the right side of (10) In [3] , where / > 3, (7) is needed for the slightly more general case of Hecke characters over Q(exp(27r///)) instead of Dirichlet characters. However, the methods are essentially the same as those used for Dirichlet characters (e.g., compare the methods in Chapter 14 of [8] with the methods in [2] ). Furthermore there are no exceptional characters when / > 3.
